
 

Thermodynamic Process change in thermodynamic state
over time

There are various adjectives used in describing a
Thermodynamic process

Expansion I path that leadsto volume increase SV o

compression path that leadsto volumedecrease SVL 0

Isothermal I path where temperature of system remains
constant 4 uniform Throughout process

Isobaric I path where pressure of system remains
constant 4 uniform Throughout process

Isochoric I path where volume of system remains
constant Throughout process

adiabatic pathwhere no energytransfer as heat occurs between
system Surroundings crore later

cyclic paththat returns systemto initial state
reversible I pathwhich is always infinitesimally close to equilibrium

No process can be truly reversible The definition is
approached by a process occurring infinitely slow

Let's examine an irreversible process
e.g move a system in equilibrium at 20 C into a bath at 0 C
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Thecoolingprocess is irreversible

system System system system system

C o ttemperature gradient in system as it
approaches new equilibrium

What would the irreversible heating of a system look like

Wecouldapproximate a reversible processbychangingThe bathtemperature
infinitesimallyslowly from 20 C 0 C

System System system system system
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at anypoint in time duringThis reversiblecooling process the systemis fully at equilibrium at a given temperature
Notemperaturegradients are present
A reversible process will look reasonablegoing backwardin time while an irreversible process will look quite strange

Let's considerThe irreversible compression of a gas

as pistonmoves in you get
ahigher pressure
region in front ofthe piston



In contrast during reversible compression of a gasThe system is in mechanical equilibriumthroughout the entire
process

What would the irreversible expansion of a gaslook like

State functions are properties of a system Thatdo not depend on the previoussystemhistory only its present condition
e.g the difference in internal energy U between

1 liter of water at 10 C and 1 atm at equilibrium and
1 liter of water at 75 C and 2 atm at equilibrium is
The same regardless of The process used to make theTransformation

i e U is a state function
other examples of state functions are volume temperature

In contrastto State functions are path functions which depend
on the systemhistory

y y
here's an analogy
altitude is like a statefunction

I
distanced traveled is a pathfunction

position

Work Heat are path functions


